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Land Rover Series III
Review
By Robert Magina
This kit has been around for some time in the
Italeri stable. It was reissued with both Revell and
then Italeri again. The kit I have which I picked up
at the Downeastcon show is the Italeri reissue.
Upon opening the box, it’s all typical Italeri with
many registration marks and seams. What I
discovered after opening the box was that this
reissue by Italeri corrected the model to a right
hand drive for the British. All earlier issues of this
kit by Italeri were all left hand drive. Italeri’s
civilian version of this Land Rover (which I was
amazed they actually issued one) also is left hand
drive. Revell’s rebox of this Land Rover is also left
hand drive.
Once you get beyond these items the kit is not too
bad. There is some nice detail provided along with
a nice decal sheet. Instructions are clear and easy
to follow. You can build a number of renditions of
this vehicle. I chose to build a British unit in IFOR
in Bosnia.
On to the build. The chassis and its assemblies
have many registration marks as well as a number
of sink holes. You will need to apply some putty
and sanding to address these. Assembly and fit
seems spot on for the most part. Once the chassis
was completely assembled, it was on to the body
and interior. Body and interior presented no
problems as well.
The tread pattern on the kit wheels does not match
what’s on the box and really doesn’t do much for
the kit. So I allotted these to the parts box and
ordered a set of

real nice resin ones from Accurate Armor for
$21, Shipped to my house. If there is one
thing you do for this kit, this is it. These resin
wheels really improve the model.
With assembly completed, I base airbrushed
the land rover with Testor’s Enamel Flat Black.
Once this was dry I masked off the black camo
pattern on the body. Once masked, I dry
brushed on Vallejo Acrylic US Dark Green
leaving some of the black bleeding through
along panel lines and edges. Next, I dry
brushed some Vallejo Acrylic Grey Black onto
the black camo. On the green I mixed some
Vallejo Acrylic White with the Vallejo US Dark
Green to fade the green color. I airbrushed the
tires with Testor’s Enamel Flat Black then dry
brushed the tires with Vallejo Acrylic Grey
Black. The wheel rims were first dry brushed
with Vallejo Acrylic US Dark Green leaving
some of the black bleeding through. Next I
dry brushed the as I had done the body with
Vallejo Acrylic White with the Vallejo US Dark
Green to fade the green color. The rear canvas
cover was base painted with Testor’s Enamel
Flat Black and then dry brushed with Vallejo
Acrylic Canvas leaving some of the black
bleeding through. I then lightened the canvas
color a bit and dry brushed that on. I chose
not to use the kit supplied plastic window and
instead used some clear wrap which gives you
the look of that plastic window. Mirrors were
painted the Vallejo US Dark Green and then I
applied some chrome furnace tape for the
actual mirror.
Once all the painting was dry I airbrushed
Testor’s Enamel Gloss Coat to the areas where
decals were to be applied. Once dry I added
the decals and then a coat of Testor’s Enamel
Gloss Coat.
Next came the weathering. I added some road
dust and mud to the lower body and chassis. I
added a muddy wash to the tires. I masked off
the windshield for the wipers and applied a
light airbrush coating of Testor’s Enamel Flat
Coat.
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plastic window and instead used some clear wrap
which gives you the look of that plastic window.
Mirrors were painted the Vallejo US Dark Green
and then I applied some chrome furnace tape for
the actual mirror.
Once all the painting was dry I airbrushed
Testor’s Enamel Gloss Coat to the areas where
decals were to be applied. Once dry I added the
decals and then a coat of Testor’s Enamel Gloss
Coat.
Next came the weathering. I added some road
dust and mud to the lower body and chassis. I
added a muddy wash to the tires. I masked off
the windshield for the wipers and applied a light
airbrush coating of Testor’s Enamel Flat Coat.
MV lenses were added for the headlights. I
believe the number I used was L228. Tamiya
clear acrylics were used on all the running lights.
For the gear in the back I used several wooden
crates from my parts box and several water
boxes. I rounded out the gear with a rolled tarp.
I added a map on the front seats along with seat
belts. I then glued the glass in the windshield and
door windows, once done I glued them to the
body. At that point I glued on the rear canvas and
mirrors.
Next I moved to the base. I applied a layer of
vinyl spackle which when dry was painted with
Testor’s Rubber as a base coat. Next, I dry
brushed various shades of brown acrylic paints
and then added static grass which I airbrushed a
medium green and dry brushed some different
shades of green acrylic into it. I constructed a
wooden fence out of
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green acrylic into it. I constructed a wooden
fence out of bass wood and stained it with a
wash of grey acrylic and then some dry
brushing with lighter grey shades. I added
some Silfor bushes to round out the fence. I
then sprinkled around a few Hudson and
Allen leaves. Pegasus Bricks were added
along with some debris to finish off the
groundwork. It is a simple presentation
which centers on the vehicle. A DEF crushed
water bottle was the last thing added.
This is a nice little kit once done. Italeri is
the only one out there for this particular
version of the land rover. It has been around
some time but still builds up pretty nice. The
only thing you need to remember is this re
issue version (1993 IFOR Bosnia) is the only
one to have right hand drive. All other issues
have left hand drive. I just found out that
Revell has reboxed this same kit and it too is
right hand drive. It’s got me itching to try
the Hobby Boss Wolf Land Rover Defender
kit. You can find the Italeri kit in any hobby
shop or at a local show. It prices out around
$15. The resin wheels from Accurate Armor
are also readily available for $20. Since the
Revell rebox is new I do not know what it
will price out as.

From The Bridge
The President's Column
We are now in our 47th (2015 – 2016)
membership year. The membership fee is still
only $10 per year and we accept advanced
payment if you wish to get ahead on your
membership. There is also a family
membership plan. You can catch me at a
meeting or send your payments to me by
mail, checks to be made payable to Bay
Colony Historic Modelers.
Just as a reminder, BayCon is November 1st
at the Smithfield RI Elks hall, and not the So.
Attleboro Knights of Columbus hall that we
used for so many years. Please remind
anyone you know that attends the show that
we are moving.

Some of the tables will be obvious, but we will have
to have a plan ready as a guide. We would lay out
the category placards based on experience. We had
a system. We are going to need a new system for the
new layout. Although the vendors changed every
year, some have been coming for a number of years,
and knew their tables, not much guidance required.
This year we will have to explain unloading, entry,
and all of their table locations. Paul Champigny is
our vendor coordinator. He may need an assistant
this year.
A few years back, Frank Knight suggested we have
some people dedicated to helping the entrants fill
out their forms and finding locations for their
models. I think we may need to put that plan into
action this year. Not so much for the forms, but that
could be helpful, but to guide entrants to the proper
tables. I’ll try to have some color coded guides
available, but the best laid plans, etc. Let me know
if you think you would like to help out with this.
I try to get the BayCon trophy order in early in
Sept., so if you have been a regular sponsor, you
will be hearing from me shortly. Trophy packs are
$32.

Last issue I mentioned some History Channel
programing, Well, I found another. I found an
episode of “WWII in Color” about the Engineers,
As a side to that, because of the new hall, it’s that I hadn’t seen. Good program! Search it out or
going to take an extra effort on our part, to
try On Demand.
make the show work. At the Knights hall, we
had a welloiled, tried and true, procedure to The July meeting at Bob’s had one of the best
get us through the day. Hopefully the event
turnouts of built models and wips that we have had
will be the same but, we will have to do a lot for a while. Keep up the good work, guys.
different during the day to make it look the
same. For example, table setup. The crew
Hey! More Airfix talk. They keep sending me emails
that put on the leg extenders, learned over
so I keep trying to bring you the highlights.
time, which tables to raise.
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Airfix is running specials thru the Battle of Britain
75th Anniversary, basically, now thru Sept. Right
at this moment the Airfix USA website is offering
the 1/48 Bf 109E for $14.99. Most of the other
offers are bundles.
Last issue I mentioned building Battle of Britain
collections with Airfix kits. There was an error in
my statement about the German aircraft
collection, the retooled Ju 87B is not available yet.
What is available, kit no, A03030A is the old, (not
the old old, but the newer old), raised rivets and
panel lines, wide blade prop Ju 87 kit. Airfix is
also promising a 1/48 Boulton Paul Defiant for
Feb, 2016.
Revell has released a set of 1/32 WWI figures.
These are in styrene plastic and require assembly.
There are 4 each, British, French and German
figures, along with some extra weapons. The
uniforms are early war, so the French are in blue
and red. Each grouping includes an officer, and
can be developed into a vignette, if you wish. The
set retails for about $35, ($2.92 per figure). I
believe these are ICM or MiniArt figures that have
previously been issued as individual sets.
Monte, Bob M., Peter J., and Hal went out to the
Nationals. I believe Bob and Peter were the only
ones to enter anything, from our group, I mean.
You can find their comments on the forum, along
with some photos and some links. Thanks guys for
posting.
Monte has asked for the club to fund a table at a
craft show in Warwick RI, on Aug. 15. He said he
would be willing to set up a display table and
promote the club for the day.
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The cost of the table is $25. We would vote on
this at the Aug. meeting. I don’t have any
more particulars, at this time, but I suspect
Monte will fill us in. I don’t know how much
display space is available either, but I am sure
Monte would welcome some support. So if
you would like to display a couple models and
talk to people about our club, contact Monte.
Squadron sent me an email announcing that
the Tamiya 1/32 DeHavilland Mosquito is
now available. For $210.75! Does that not fit
into my discussion from last month? That’s a
discounted price. I’ve seen the Hobby Boss
1/32 P61 offered online for $150. These are
comparable in size aircraft, shouldn’t the price
tags be similar? Is the Tamiya kit $60 better?
Somebody build the P61, please. I would like
to see it built. It’s another aircraft I’ve been
fascinated by, since I found out about its
existence. Big, black, and deadly. The first one
I built was the Airfix/Craftmaster 1/72 kit, as
was the second. My problem with it is the lack
of schemes. It’s either black or OD over
neutral grey, then it’s just a matter of picking
nose art.
ICM has released in 1/35 the French Panhard
178 armored car. This is the kind of vehicle
that I find interesting. The price seems
reasonable, I think Squadron is offering it for
about $35. I’m surprised that this vehicle
hasn’t been offered before, beyond the fact
that it is French.

I am really surprised that Heller or Tamiya never
released it.
Now that I’ve mentioned Squadron a couple
times. They have a new price match policy and
their discount has changed. Their standard
discount used to be about 10%, max. The latest
sale catalog has some deeper discounts, even on
the newest releases, so you might want to pay
attention to their web site.
The wife and I took a few days for ourselves and
went west. We were driving south through
Cannan, CT, and because of a little rise of dirt,
didn’t notice it, but on the return trip, there it
was, a Walker Bulldog on the front lawn of an
American Legion post. I stopped to take a few
pictures, and I had to explain myself as to why I
was walking on his freshly mown lawn. The
gentleman I spoke with said there were some
others around and listed a few local towns. I’m
not sure if he meant Bulldogs or just tanks, in
general. I thanked him, but I knew I wasn’t going
driving around looking for them.
I know that there are a number of these “Gate
Guards” and lawn ornaments around, and they
can be great sources of info, getting a chance to
look at the one to one real item. There is a
problem in that most of them have a few pieces
missing somewhere, mostly to keep them from
firing. Is it worth compiling a list of their
locations, along with a photo or two? I also know
where there is, what I believe to be, a 3” gun
mount. I can also add an M60 to that. If you
send me info on any lawn ornaments, please
include a location or address, so we can find it.
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Please don’t tell me that there is an M3 in
Dedham. Tell me there is an M60 on the front
lawn of the High School in Wiliston, VT. Let’s
face it, how many high schools can there be in
Wiliston. Please give us a street name or Rt.
Number. Also any commentary as to condition
would be appreciated, such as completely
painted over, no markings visible, etc.
As I’m putting this column to bed, the latest Fine
Scale arrived. As I take a quick look through, I
have to comment on a few things. In the new
products section, I spy a U.S. M1 57mm Anti
tank gun from Rich Models, in 1/35, and Merit
is releasing a British XCraft minisub in 1/35! In
the Workbench Reviews there are two Airfix kits.
The Dornier Do 17Z, in 1/72, gets high marks,
the faults, no swastikas on the decal sheet, and
the belly antennas are missing. The Folland
Gnat, in 1/48, gets a glowing report. The only
fault listed is the ‘instructions lack color names’,
just referring to the Humbrol paint number.
There is a review of the Dragon Saladin Mk. 2
armored car. There are some cons listed, none
deal breaking. Price listed is $79.99 for 243
parts. Yet a couple pages earlier, they review the
AFV Club M60A1 Patton, also with a list of cons.
This kit lists for $80 and gives you 637 parts.
Yes, 637 parts. They comment on that in the
review. I don’t know, which do you think is the
better deal?

God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net

Up Scope:
Sept 12th 2015 Meeting
John Nickerson
18 Stone Street
Middleborough, MA 02346
5089477939
Directions:
From the west: Rte. 495 South to the Rte. 44
East & West (Plymouth / Taunton) exit. Go
right at the top of the ramp, East, toward
Plymouth. Go half way around the rotary and
continue east on Rte. 44. Take the Rte. 58 exit
and go right, South towards Carver, through
two sets of lights, at the top of the rise, in
front of Quickeez, take a right on to Forest,
then first right onto Fuller. Thru the cranberry
bogs, at the town line Fuller becomes Stone,
and in about ½ mile you will see the
intermediate blue raised ranch on your right.
From the east/Rte. 3: Take Rte 44 East to the
third exit, Rte 58, Carver / Plympton; at the
bottom of the ramp go left, South. (Follow
the directions above.)
From downtown Middleboro: Follow Rte. 105
north, right on Plymouth St., bear right onto
Wall St., 4th left onto Stone, 6th house on the
left.
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October 10th 2015 Meeting
Shea Field Naval Aviation Historical Museum
495 Shea Memorial Drive
Weymouth, MA 02190
Joe Ravino & Hal Marshman Sr.
7813310118

Directions
Patriot Squadron ANA has graciously given Joe
Ravino, Peter Jardim and Hal Marshman Sr.
permission to hold our Feb meeting at the museum
on the old NAS South Weymouth location.
Rte 3 to exit 16 (16B going south, 16 going north).
Go south on rte 18 to 5th set of traffic lights. Take a
left at those lights , note stone wall labelled
Southfield”
That puts you onto Shea Blvd. Nr 495, on right, dark
brown front, is the museum. Feel free to take
advantage of the huge parking lot at the side of the
building. (Half way up Shea Blvd to the museum,
note the A4 Skyhawk “Double Nuts” on the pedestal
on your right)

Del’s Corner
Del Stator at large…..
Starting Young Modelers

Darlington Hobbies
379 Market St.
Warren RI 02885

We complain all of the time that there are no
new modelers entering the hobby. There are
many reasons for this but I don’t have the time or
the space to go into all of them here. I have
always said that if you introduce a young person
to modeling, many times they will come back to
it later in life. I think we all agree that “snaptite”
kits are a good way to start a kid off.
Unfortunately, although there is an abundance of
“snaptite” kits out there, most are as expensive
as their standard construction counterparts.
There are very few inexpensive kits out there
today.
If you are trying to get potential young modelers
to build, Zvezda may have an answer. They have
released a line of “snaptite” kits of the characters
from the Disney animated movies Cars & Planes.
Most are about $8 to$9 each. Although not
cheap, they sure beat the $25 price tag of a Star
Wars Tie Fighter “snaptite” or PT Cruiser. I have
seen them in the stores but have not built one,
(above my skill level), so I can’t report on the
quality or fit. The boxes are small so I suspect
that the planes are smaller that a 1/72 scale
version, maybe around 1/100, and the cars may
be as large as 1/43. Just a guess.

Just a thought…..
Del out.
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401 245 7550

Store Hours:
MonFri
10am  7pm
Sat.
9am  5pm
Sun.
12pm  4pm

Contact Info.
Email:
paul@darlingtonhobbiesinc.com
Website:
www.darlingtonhobbies.com

Were willing to give your model club
discounts. 30% off ordered items. (must
be prepaid) 20% off in stock
items.(paints & supplies are 15%)
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In Range:
June 13th Meeting  Steve Kwasny
1/35th T55 Enigma (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/35th Jagdpanzer IV (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/35th M4A2 Sherman (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/35th sFH 18 150mm (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/48th Helex Russian Helocopter  Bill Collins
1/35th British Conqueror Tank  Bill Collins
1/87th Caboose  Bob Don
1/25th Chevy Camaro  Gil Costa
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
Ray Rosario
Bill Collins
Gil Costa
Warren April
John Gisetto Jr.
Steve Kwasny
Peter Jardim
Bob Don
Gian Montecalvo
Paul Champigny Kevin Colburn
Hal Marshman Sr. John Gisetto Sr.
Raffle:
1/48th F4C  Bill Collins
Testors Acrylic Thinner  Bob Don
Swizzle Stick Sanders Peter Jardim
1/35th Sand Bags  Warren April

July 11th Meeting  Robert Magina
1/35th M113A2 (WIP)  Robert Magina
1/48th F16  Robert Magina
1/35th M3 Halftrack (WIP)  Warren April
1/35th T55 Enigma (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/240th USS Dregon  Cliff Lauzon
1/35th Afgan BMP1 (WIP)  Kevin Conlon
1/24th Spingsaurus (WIP)  Kevin Conlon
1/35th Abrams Tusk II  Peter Jardim
1/1000th Enterprise Refit  Peter Jardim
1/24th SVO Mustang (WIP)  Peter Jardim
1/35th 6x6 Cougar  Bill Collins
1/72nd SB2A Brewster Seawolf  Bill Collins
1/72nd Vickers Wildebeast  Bill Collins
54mm Louis de Neves  Marty Ryan
54mm Roman Auxilary  Marty Ryan
Field of Cloth of Gold Chess Set  Marty Ryan
1/16th Kentworth Sleeper (WIP)  Norm Babcock
New Water Technique (WIP)  Ted Bunn
1/48th Bristol MIa  Arthur Drummond
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
John Nickerson
Marty Ryan
Kevin Conlon
Cliff Lauzon
Ray Rosario
John Gisetto Sr.
Warren April
Bill Collins
Peter Jardim
Steve Kwasny
Gian Montecalvo Joe Russum
Chris Libucha Norm Babcock
Ted Bunn
Art Drummond
Paul Champigny Pat McColgen

Kevin Colburn

Raffle:
1/35th British CWT15 TA  Ray Rosario
1/35th Fiat 3000  Robert Magina
Swizzle Sanding Sticks  Peter Jardim
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second
Saturday of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM. The
meetings take place at selected members houses.
Look at the Battlewagon or the club website for
locatiion and directions. Guests are always
welcome. Membership is $10.00 per year. Members
and guests are encourged to bring completed
models or works in progress for display and
discussion.

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers

The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS
USA views. Submissions relevant to modeling are
welcome, and may be published at the discretion of
the editor. All material is subject to editing. There is
no payment for articles.

2015  2016 Club Dues
If you have not already done so, please
renew your dues for the coming 2015
2016 membership year. Dues are still
$10. Please remit your dues to John
Nickerson at a meeting or send it to him
at 18 Stone Street, Middleboro, MA
02346
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71 Willow Lane

Plainville, MA 02762
phone: (508)6957754
email: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

